0:29:49
Tony Pearson: Our staff have had work to do for say 1-2 weeks. Will the C Job
Retention Scheme be available for the remaining period that they cant work or does it have
to be the whole period? How is the scheme to work in practice? Do we have a form etc. to
fill in etc.? Thanks T
00:30:35
Jeremy Taylor: HI Tony - I got a doc from Sherrards Law on Furlough Scheme.
Will post in a minute
00:30:47
Jeremy Taylor: if that's ok?
00:30:50
Barney Durrant:
do you think the self employed will actually get some
help from the government
00:31:03
Barney Durrant:
happy to hear the public answer
00:32:52
Barney Durrant:
universal credit aint gonna pay my mortgage
00:34:19
James Colvin: DMH Stallard has produced various blogs/articles on the
various schemes announced by the Government including the job retention scheme - see
www.dmhstallard.com/news-insights
00:35:14
Steve Jebson: Thanks Gary
00:35:31
Jeremy Taylor: For info: I applied to my mortgage for holiday of 3 months.
Simple online process & waiting to hear. I'll aim to put that money by & pay it off at the end
as they warn there could be an increase in my monthly payment after the three months.
00:35:40
Jeremy Taylor: Thanks Gary
00:38:16
Barney Durrant:
will the council offer a payment holiday on council tax?
or at least out the two months free up front now instead of at the end of the financial year
00:38:45
Jeremy Taylor: Agree with Barney
00:39:03
Barney Durrant:
i have heard some councils are offering this - what
about MSDC?
00:47:13
Nasser Carrembacchus:
If you are with Nationwide, it is all online and
immediate https://portal.nationet.com/Forms/Bespoke/Mortgages/PaymentHoliday
00:47:17
Jeremy Taylor: HI. Question: As a home based ltd co, I don't pay rates. 2
directors paid min wage & take directors dividend as & when we can. At the moment I feel
we are falling through the gaps. If I furlough us (the 2 staff - directors) then we can't work
on marketing the business.
00:47:54
Barney Durrant:
Halifax are launching it online asap for payment
holidays up to 3 months
00:48:45
Barney Durrant:
almost everything talked about today isn’t available to
me as a self employed person without a shop or assets apart from my MacBook :)
00:49:41
Jeremy Taylor: This from Barclays https://www.barclays.co.uk/coronavirus/mortgages/
00:49:55
Damon Thomas:
Do we know when further information about the job
retention scheme will be made available. I have 6 staff we are reviewing what to do with
00:50:08
Barney Durrant:
no on answered my council tax question
00:50:47
Oliver Lashley: Hi Barney, I believe Kevin is taking questions after Gary
00:51:42
Barney Durrant:
ok thanks Oliver
00:52:29
James Colvin: looking at my colleagues article on our website, it looks like
the job retention scheme will be up and running by the end of April, back dated to 1 March
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00:52:52
Jeremy Taylor: This amendment on Self-Employed is going through
Parliament - https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/bills/cbill/5801/0122/amend/coronavirus_daily_cwh_0320rev.14-18.html
00:55:40
Jeremy Taylor: For info - I'm talking to Coast to CapitalLEP as they are being
asked to provide emergency support, advice & guidance to businesses. Once there is more
info I'll make sure it goes to HHDBA
00:56:22
Sarah Holloway:
Kevin, are you able to help people all over Sussex or
just mid Sussex?
00:56:23
Oliver Lashley: Many thanks Jeremy, I’ll be sure to put links on our HHBA site
when it’s sent!
00:57:14
Jeremy Taylor: HI Kevin - are you recruiting …. ;-)
00:58:06
Sue Lllewellyn:
Any information to share please email sue at
admin@hhba.co.uk
00:58:33
Gary Smith: My contact details for any specific questions,
gsmith@simplybuisnessfinance.com 07454 780218
00:59:01
Jeremy Taylor: Great session - thanks all. Gotta go, but really useful. Good
luck all & see you on the other side. J
00:59:10
Barney Durrant:
could kevin post his email here too
01:00:02
Steve Jebson: Thanks all, great information, I have to go. Keep healthy and
well.
01:00:10
Rocky Datoo: Does the chat get saved along with the recording? Lots of
useful info here.
01:00:27
Kevin Stewart:
kevin.stewart@midsussex.gov.uk
01:00:30
Damon Thomas:
Thanks everyone. I need to go for a 10am call.Very
Useful
01:00:43
Nasser Carrembacchus:
Thanks Gary and Kevin. very useful and much
appreciated.
01:01:06
James Colvin: Thanks, Gary and Kevin
01:01:21
Tony Pearson: Thanks all. Very useful.
01:01:43
Bernard Knight:
Thanks everyone, great advice and info.
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